
Kyle and Stacy Tucker, founders of Detroit Speed, are regular
contributors to our annual distributor training programs. Detroit
Speed is also one of our most successful distributors. So naturally,
they include a Gen IV climate control system in their test cars to
keep the DSE cockpits cool and comfortable while they hammer
them on tracks from coast to coast.
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REFRIGERANT LINES
E-Z Clip System

547002 E-Z Clip
Universal Hose Kit

See Page 75
for more kit
information.

NEW! E-Z Clip Refrigerant Hose Kit

E-Z Clip Lines & Fittings
This new refrigerant hose and fitting program is the way to
go! Now you can complete the entire line fabrication, rout-
ing and crimping in your own garage. The unique E-Z Clip fit-
tings are easy to make up, and the smaller diameter hose
allows for tighter turns and neater routing than before.

- Reduced size and superior flexibility allows for installation
in tight quarters, and takes less area.

- Easy assembly in the field or garage with clip tool (pliers).
- Maximum resistance to moisture ingression.
- Light-weight, rugged hose material.
- Nickel-plated steel fittings.

Each fitting connection is made with the proper fitting,
one cage, and two cage clips. Order one cage and two
clips for each fitting (not included).

Simply slip two clips over the hose end, insert the fitting,
and press the cage over the hose and into the recessed
groove on the fitting. Then move the cage clips over the
cage and close the clips with the connecting pliers
(#420000-VUR, below right).

Airport A/C Bulkhead
Kits for E-Z Clip Hose
Kit includes: Bulkhead plus
adapter fitting to connect
standard 5/8” rubber
heater hose (for heater
control valve installation).
Requires 2.5” hole.

388902 Thread-in bulkhead kit

361403 E-Z Clip #10 hose to
5/8” heater hose adapter only.

NEW!


